painful accident while driving to Miyanoshita in my motor car, she got
back to America, much the better for her heroism. Tscheremissinoff was
devoted to her.
A world in itself—a transition world—began to take shape in that
transition-building. It was created spontaneously as any ever fashioned by
the will of a creator in the Middle Ages. Most all of the plans I had prepared
at Taliesin were thrown away and my presence on the work enabled me to
make such changes in the work itself as were required or I desired. This
comprehensive work had been completed by the hand of one architect. In
ancient times such was seldom the case, the work on any great building
continuing from the architect of one generation to an architect of the next
generation. I could take off my hat to the culture I had learned to revere.
Something no foreign architect had ever done before. In a measure I
accomplished what I had meant to do.
Again in Hollywood, I was still dreaming of the great edifice not long
since completed. I lived over again this romance of one thousand and nine
days and nights in Tokio—once Yedo.
Meantime, during the building of the Imperial the building of a home
for Aline Barnsdall was going forward. She called the house Hollyhock
House before it was born. I called it a 'California Romanza', this time be-
ing frankly on holiday. I met Miss Barnsdall shortly after the tragedy at
Taliesin, while I was still in Chicago at the Cedar Street house. Henry Sell
brought her to see me in connection with a project for a theatre in which
she was interested in Los Angeles. Her very large, wide-open eyes gave
her a disingenuous expression not connected with the theatre and her
extremely small hands and feet somehow seemed not connected with such
ambition as hers.
Later I made the preliminary studies for the theatre she intended to
build in Los Angeles. And now coming home from the land of Laotze, Tao,
Zen and Bushido, I went to work as I might for the Christians in Holly-
wood, for a time.
At last there stood Hollyhock House, a silhouette up there on Olive Hill.
It had been finally completed with great difficulty, partly owing to my
absence in Japan, partly because I had to leave it in amateur hands. Here
is the minor strain of Aline Barnsdall's. . . .
HOLLYHOCK HOUSE IN HOLLYWOOD
Architecture, the mother art, is a greater art than music, if one art can
be fairly said to be greater than another. I believe one can say it only for
the sake of argument. Nevertheless I have secretly envied Beethoven,.
Bach, and the other great music-masters. After concentration upon crea-
tion, they lifted an ivory baton or perhaps merely gracefully significant
hands and soared into execution of their designs with the alert obedience
of two score or more kindred, willing hands and minds: the orchestra.
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